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A Look At Banks' Green Bond Issuance Through
The Lens Of Our Green Evaluation Tool

Even though green bonds represent a tiny proportion of bank borrowings, S&P Global Ratings expects that share to

rise, supported by the fact that banks have a significant role to play in the transition to a low-carbon economy as key

providers of funding. Banks have already boosted issuance of green bonds in the past few years, to $27 billion in 2017

from $1.5 billion in 2014 based on data from Climate Bond Initiative (CBI) that we adjusted to include green bonds

invested in large-scale hydro or clean coal projects (see chart 1 below). Over the same period banks' share of green

bond issuance rose to 16% from 4% and the number of banks having made their debut in the market increased to 72

from just five. Here, we present our findings of a review of almost all of the green bonds issued by the top 200 banks

that we rate.

Overview

• S&P Global Ratings undertook a review of almost all of the green bond issued by the world's top 200 banks.

• We found that issuance is growing fast but significantly below the amounts the OECD projects are needed to

meet the Paris agreement targets.

• Renewable energy and green buildings represent the biggest share of banks' asset allocation for green bonds.

• Banks' green bonds are likely to receive an evaluation in the top two quartiles under our Green Evaluation

because they invest predominantly in renewable energy and green buildings.

According to the OECD's report "Mobilising Bond Markets for a Low-Carbon Transition By 2035," annual green

investment required for the 2-degree scenario will exceed $4.3 trillion. In the EU, U.S., China and Japan, which

represent the best established bond markets, the equivalent amount is $2.2 trillion, with about one-third of that

projected to be financed through loans. The amount of green bonds that banks are currently issuing is small compared

to the OECD's estimates of required annual green investment. Green bonds can provide the means for banks to finance

green investments. At the same time, we believe banks use their status as issuers of green bonds to other ends as well,

particularly to demonstrate to stakeholders their own contribution to the transition to the low-carbon economy (see

"Climate Change-Related Legal And Regulatory Threats Should Spur Financial Service Providers To Action," published

on May 4, 2016).

The amount of green bond issuance represents a very small proportion, around 0.5%, of banks' total current

borrowings, and a nominal amount of total bond issuance, about 1% in 2017. By comparison, green bond issuance by

corporates was 2% of the total bond issuance in 2017. What's more, green bonds have not yet become a regular

channel for raising capital for many banks, with 65% having issued only one so far. Yet, green bond issuance is not

confined to the big banks; a little more than one-half of banks having issued green bonds are not in the top 200. At the

same time, the large majority of the top 200 banks, about four-fifths, haven't issued any green bonds yet. Banks around

the world may face peer and investor pressure to ramp up their efforts in the green bond market. (For a list of banks in

the top 200 that have issued green bonds, see the appendix below. And for a list of the top 200 banks see "Ratings
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Component Scores For The Top 200 Banks Globally--September 2017," published on Sept. 29, 2017.)

Chart 1

We expect all banks to continue to grow their share of green bond issuance in the near future. We think the the EU's

Energy efficient Mortgages Action Plan (http://energyefficientmortgages.eu/) and opportunities offered by green

securitization could provide further impetus to market growth. (We outline our views about the growth prospects of

the wider green bond market in a recently published article, "Green Bond Issuance Is Expected To Shoot Up Further,"

published on Jan. 29, 2018, on RatingsDirect).
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Chart 2

China's Big Contribution

Chinese banks have contributed significantly to the increase in green bond issuance following the government's

decision to build a green financial system in China and the subsequent publication of green bond guidelines by the

People's Bank of China (PBoC) in 2015. Chinese banks represent more than 50% of total green bond issuance by banks

and around 40% of the number of green bond issuing banks.

Outside China, Europe is the most active region, representing around one-quarter of total issuance and the number of

bank issuers. The geographic spread is very wide with bonds also being issued by banks in emerging markets such as

Morocco, Colombia, India, and South Africa.
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Chart 3

What Is A Green Investment?

Many banks are still in the process of defining what green assets are. Admittedly, we recognize that just identifying

green investments within a bank's portfolio is challenging, as highlighted in the The UN Environment Inquiry's report

"Green Tagging: Mobilising Bank Finance for Energy Efficiency in Real Estate." Often, the disclosed amount of these

green investments reflects the size of only the green portfolio backing the green bonds, which may not represent a

bank's total green lending. There are many initiatives to define what green investments are. The reality is that there are

shades of green depending on the investment's contribution to the transition to low-carbon economy. (This is the

rationale for the approach we adopted in our Green Evaluation, see box). If banks understate their green portfolios,

they face increased risk of unfavorable comparisons to their carbon-intensive portfolios, which some nongovernmental

organizations are monitoring and reporting. As such, this could raise reputational risks.

Bank issuers rely on standards to define what green investments are, particularly the Green Bond Principles (GBP),

which are the most widely used. A notable exception are green bond guidelines in China, which all Chinese onshore

green bonds follow. The key differences between those two frameworks are the scope of projects allowed to be

financed by proceeds of green bonds. The range of projects allowed under People's Bank of China (PBoC), which
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applies to banks, is wider and includes projects not explicitly included under GBP, such as fossil fuel power station

upgrades and clean coal. In addition, GBP is a principles-based voluntary framework, which allows some flexibility,

while PBoC rules are mandatory and embedded in regulation. There are no critical differences between both regimes

in the requirements for the management and reporting of proceeds, so Chinese banks can follow international

standards for their offshore issuance by restricting the scope of projects financed.

Strong Governance And Reporting Practices

One factor that defines the level of greenness of banks' green bond issuance is their green bond frameworks. Banks

typically set up such a framework to define how assets financed through green bonds are selected and how proceeds

are managed. The framework also covers reporting on the use of proceeds and any external reviews performed to

demonstrate compliance with the relevant green bond guidelines. The framework spells out the process a bank follows

when it identifies a suitable green portfolio of existing or new green assets. The proceeds of green bonds are then used

to finance or refinance the green portfolio. Often, most of the assets backed by green bonds are existing financing. In

that sense, such green bonds do not generate new green assets. However, we believe the green bond market will

stimulate banks' future green financings as it would allow banks to issue green bonds once they have generated

sufficient volume of new green assets through their lending activities.

What we also see is that banks' green portfolios are dynamic, increasing or decreasing with new issuance, redemption,

and reclassification of green assets or lending. Most green frameworks allow for the possibility of the amount of the

green portfolio to drop below the green bond proceeds temporarily, with the balance invested in money market

instruments or other green bonds. However, in practice, the green bonds portfolio typically exceeds green bond

issuance for most banks by a substantial margin. For example, the current green portfolios of some banks exceed the

green bond proceeds by more than 50%. We consider the risk of green bond funds being used other than for green

projects is small and, if it happens, is likely to be only temporary.

Most banks operating under GBP have in place strong governance and reporting of green bond proceeds. They publish

detailed green bond frameworks as well as regular green bond reporting, which normally includes allocation of

proceeds, typically on an annual basis. Most of them also perform impact reporting at a portfolio level, that is,

expected or achieved mitigation effects such as carbon dioxide-equivalent emissions reduction and green energy

capacity, for example. The vast majority of the green bonds we analyzed were subject to external review.

Investment Dominates In Renewable Energy And Green Buildings

Some banks have frameworks that allow them to invest in the whole range of projects allowed under GBP, while some

only focus on specific sectors, typically renewable energy or green buildings, or both. In practice, even those banks

whose frameworks cover a wider range of projects predominantly invest in renewable energy and green buildings. For

around two-thirds of the banks we reviewed outside China, those two sectors represent more than 90% of the

allocation. In contrast, in China, pollution prevention and clean transportation represent the largest share.
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We see slight differences among banks' definitions of green assets, for example what constitutes green buildings. Banks

use different minimum acceptable levels of building environmental certification (for example, Leadership in Energy

and Environmental Design or LEED and Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method or

BREEAM). Another notable difference is large hydropower projects, which some banks exclude from their green

portfolios. There, we see differences about what size constitutes a large hydropower project.

The majority of green assets of banks operating in developed countries are located in their own region. This may have

implications for reaching global climate change goals, as according to the Paris agreement developed countries are to

contribute to the green transition in emerging markets. We observe that the contribution of banks in developed

countries to that transition is currently limited. For some developed banks, this may be a reflection of their more

limited market presence in emerging markets. For others, the key reason may be the typically higher credit risk of

investments in emerging markets.

S&P Global Ratings' Green Evaluation Tool

S&P Global Ratings has developed its Green Evaluation to help investors understand the positive environmental

contribution of financings, including green bonds. A Green Evaluation is a point-in-time assessment of the relative

environmental impact of a technology to be financed compared to similar technologies globally. This assessment

is based on the quality of governance and transparency of a transaction as well as a quantification of the life-cycle

environmental impacts associated with it. For mitigation projects, we estimate whether we expect a project, over

its life (including construction, operations, and decommissioning phases), to create a net positive or negative

environmental impact based on relevant environmental key performance indicators (eKPIs). We call this a net

benefit ranking. We then overlay a hierarchy, which places the net benefit ranking of the specific technology

within the broader context of the sector--for instance, solar power within the green energy sector.

Based on these three pillars--governance, transparency and environmental impact--the transaction receives a

score between 0 to 100, reflecting its contribution to climate-related policies. The score is expressed as a quartile

between E1 and E4, E4 representing projects with the lowest environmental contribution. Our Green Evaluation

also applies to financings of adaptation projects that aim to strengthen the resilience of infrastructure and

communities against the risk of extreme weather or changing weather patterns caused by climate change. The

score of adaptation projects is expressed as a quartile between R1 and R4, with R4 representing projects with the

lowest resilience benefit/cost ratio.

Why Our Mitigation Scores Could Be High For Banks' Green Bonds

The mitigation score is the key part of our Green Evaluation because it determines 60% of the score and fixes a ceiling

on the overall assessment. Because the banks we reviewed invest predominantly in renewable energy and green

buildings, the mitigation score is likely to be above 50. This reflects the positive impact of our carbon hierarchy, which

typically increases the scores of renewable energy above 75 and the scores of green buildings above 50. Such scores

are prerequisite for E1-E2 assessments. On the other hand, a material level of investments in clean coal, allowed under

the Chinese green bond framework, could lower the mitigation score to a level that pushes the overall assessment

down to E3 or lower (around 10% of green bonds issued by Chinese banks invest in clean coal according to CBI data).
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That's because such investments are in the lowest level in our hierarchy. (For a review of the green contribution of 282

green bonds issued between January 2012 and July 2017 across all issuers, see "How Do Labeled Green Bonds

Measure Up?" published on Nov. 8, 2017.)

A key element factored in our mitigation score is the carbon intensity of the country grid where the project is located.

The higher the carbon intensity the better the score, reflecting the higher environmental benefits of decarbonizing

carbon-intensive economies. For bonds with significant investments in green buildings, which sit lower in our

hierarchy, the carbon intensity of the country could make the difference between E1 and E2 overall assessments.

However, for renewable energy projects, the mitigation score tends to be higher across all geographies as we rank

these projects at the highest level of our hierarchy. This reflects the sector's relatively high contribution to avoiding and

coping with climate change across all geographies.

Our evaluation is point in time and based on the current allocation of the bank's green portfolio. We use banks' current

green portfolio as a proxy for the future allocation of green proceeds as we have observed that, even though banks'

green portfolios are dynamic, the allocation by sector and geography remains relatively stable in practice. Therefore, if

we are asked to reassess a green bond in the future, it is likely to observe a similar mitigation score assuming that

consistent levels of reporting, governance, and disclosure are maintained.

The governance and transparency scores determine 15% and 25% of the Green Evaluation score, respectively.

Generally, bank frameworks following the GBP address the key aspects of our governance and transparency

assessments:

• There is a clear process and criteria for selecting eligible projects to be financed through the green bonds.

• The proceeds are tracked in a separate account.

• It is a standard practice for banks to ensure that the projects they finance comply with environmental regulations.

Even then, some consider compliance with different industry environmental, social, and governance (ESG)

standards such as the Equator principles.

• Banks produce regular reporting on proceeds allocation, at least on an annual basis, but some even more often.

They typically disclose a breakdown of investments by type of project and geography at an aggregate level due to

the confidentiality of the projects they invest in.

A differentiating factor across both governance and transparency is the level of detail in reporting on environmental

impact (impact reporting). Those reports are useful for investors to understand the environmental benefits achieved,

such as carbon savings. However, the differences in the methodologies adopted to estimate those environmental

benefits as well as the lack of detailed disclosure about those methodologies limit the comparability of the results. In

addition, there is often no external verification of impact reporting. This may reduce the credibility of that information

to investors, who may question its reliability given the complexity and recent developments of impact reporting

methodologies.

We estimate that differences in the quality of the impact reporting could reduce an overall Green Evaluation by up to

around 10. While this impact is relatively small, for the overall green evaluation it may still be a differentiating factor

for banks with a material level of assets outside the renewable energy sector.
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Overall, banks' green bonds that are aligned with the GBP and whose proceeds are predominantly allocated to

renewable energy assets are, under our analytical approach, more likely to receive an evaluation in the upper quartile.

For others with a material level of investments in other sectors high in the hierarchy (such as green buildings), the

differentiation between the top and second quartile will likely depend on the carbon intensity of the grid where the

green assets are located and features of their impact reporting (for example, level of detail and external verification).

The Green Evaluation score of Chinese green bonds could be lower if a material level of the proceeds is allocated to

efficient coal technologies. This could be somewhat offset by the high carbon intensity of the grid in China.

Appendix: Banks In Our Rated Top 200 That Have Issued Green Bonds

Table 1

Banks In Our Rated Top 200 That Have Issued Green Bonds

ABN AMRO Bank N.V.

Agricultural Bank of China Ltd.

Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Ltd.

Axis Bank Ltd.

Bancolombia, S. A. y Companias Subordinadas

Bank of America Corp.

Bank of China Ltd.

Bank of Communications Co. Ltd.

Barclays PLC

BNP Paribas

BPCE

Commonwealth Bank of Australia

Cooperatieve Rabobank U.A.

Credit Agricole S.A.

CTBC Bank Co. Ltd.

DBS Bank Ltd.

DNB Bank ASA

E.SUN Commercial Bank Ltd.

HSBC Holdings PLC

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Ltd.

ING Bank N.V.

Intesa Sanpaolo SpA

Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group Inc.

Mizuho Financial Group Inc.

Morgan Stanley

National Australia Bank Ltd.

Nedbank Ltd.

Nordea Bank AB

Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB

Societe Generale

Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group Inc.
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Table 1

Banks In Our Rated Top 200 That Have Issued Green
Bonds (cont.)

Swedbank AB

Toronto-Dominion Bank

Westpac Banking Corp.
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Only a rating committee may determine a rating action and this report does not constitute a rating action.
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